BRAND NEW to Raptcha'u Hair & Beauty this month are Shanghai
Suzy lipsticks!
Shanghai Suzy is a lipstick only, seasonal cosmetics brand, meaning each
lipstick released is limited edition and only available for that season, until
the new season collection comes out.
Reasons we LOVE the Shanghai Suzy range:








The lipsticks have a grape, bubblegum
scent.
The brand is Australian owned.
The products are NOT tested on animals
and contain no animal-derived
ingredients.
They retail for only $12.95 each.
They are super comfortable on the lips.
They provide colours that aren't traditionally available from other
brands (This season we're loving the black and grey!).

WHILE STOCKS LAST
Purchase 2 Ultraceuticals
products including one
treatment product and
receive a Full-Size Ultra
*While stocks last. Limit one per customer.
Treatment products does not include Ultra
Clear Spot Treatment 10ml.

Gentle Exfoliating Gel
200ml valued at $59 as your
bonus gift*

Youngblood
Pressed
Eyeshadows are now available
as duos! Each compact contains
a base colour and a feature
colour to enable you to create a
completed eye look. RRP. $37
Also now available is the Lengthening Mineral Mascara
in Cobalt Blue. The blue colour flatters every eye colour
and brightens! Head in store to see how soft, subtle and
brightening the blue mascara is. RRP. $48.50

NEW SOOTHING GEL FORMULATION
Powerful anti-oxidant White Tea has replaced green tea in ASAP
Soothing Gel. A botanical hero that fights against the signs of
ageing, White Tea also protects against free radicals.
You’ll notice the gel is lighter in colour but the formulation remains
otherwise unchanged.

$99 each
GYM FOR THE SKIN
Our new ASAP Gym For The Skin tailors for a wide range of common skin concerns. Just like physical
fitness, skin fitness requires dedication and clear direction, hence why Gym For The Skin can kick-start
your long-term skin health solution. With five skin workouts to choose from (at $99 each), you’re sure to
find the perfect treatment to suit you.

Rejuvenation Skin Workout: provides an instant recharge for dull skin and treats a range of skin
concerns including dryness, skin congestion and break outs. A combination of effective exfoliation
methods provide noticeable results and a refreshed, radiant complexion.
Clear Skin Workout: Treats acne from below the surface of the skin and clarifies, soothes and prevents
skin impurities. Gentle exfoliation combined with optimum levels of glycolic acid will treat acne for oily and
blemish prone skin.
Skin Refining Workout: Effectively treats uneven skin tone, sun damage, fine lines and wrinkles. This
gentle and non-invasive workout is a potent weapon against skin ageing. Skin will be left feeling smoother
with a soft, healthy glow.
Skin Pigmentation Workout: Delivers a brighter and more even complexion. Includes a fast-acting
peel to combat pigmentation and sun damage while building collagen and boosting hydration of the skin.
Replenish Skin Workout: Provides the ultimate hydrating treatment for tired, dull or dry skin.
Encourages beautifully hydrated skin, softened fine lines and a smooth, even surface.
If you aren’t sure which Skin Workout would suit your skin best, have a chat to our lovely staff who can
help you make the decision.

EXPRESS REFRESHER

$49

Available only throughout the month of January, this package
aims to quickly and efficiently refresh your overall look.



Half a dozen foils to either highlight or add depth
 A stylish cut to compliment your new locks

PLUS, when you take advantage of this deal, you can pay an
additional $25 and also receive a relaxing half hour warm stone
massage normally valued at $50!
That’s $106 value for only $74!
*Style blow dry and long/thick hair will each incur a surcharge

ELEGANT AS KATE MIDDLETON

1. Know the power of a chic hair accessory
2. Master smudged yet clean eyeliner
3. Opt for a nude lip colour
4. Pink blush isn’t just for ballet students
5. Chocolate-brown strands will land you a prince
6. A bouncy salon blowout is always worth it
7. Clear nail polish looks pristine with a giant rock
8. Don’t fear unconventional skin care treatments
9. Rock that second-day ponytail when it’s time
10. Smiling is worth the (possibility of) wrinkles

Article sourced from Popcherry

10 WAYS TO LOOK AS

